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The orlgm of the well-estabhshed relatlvlstrc bond contractlons IS mvestrgated III the Au*, AuH and AuCl model systems 
It IS showr. that. contrary to popular behef, tti contractlon IS not caused by relatlvrstrc orbrtal contractrons. Rather rt has 
to be ascribed to a relxxatlon of kmetrc repulsron, which IS quite mdependent of changes m the form of the orbitals. 

1. introduction 

The effect relativity has on bondmg m compounds 
contammg heavy elements has been the SubJect of sev- 
eral recent investlgatlons. A vanety of methods has 
been apphed, mcludmg one-centre expansion Drrac- 
Fock [ 11, pseudopotential approaches [2,3], the 
Hartree-Fock-Slater method including relativity to 
first order [4,5] and the relativistic multiple-scattenng 
Xa method [6,7]. Calculations on third-row diatormcs 
usmg these various methods, show that relativity m 
general tends to shorten the equdrbnum bond length 
in these compounds, whle the strength of the bond 
can both be Increased or decreased dependmg on the 
system m questlon [8,9]. On the other hand, it has 
been known for some time from relativlstlc work on 
atoms, that direct relatwistic effects cause s and p or- 
bltals to contract, wUe the d orbitals expand some- 
what due to mcreased shielding of the nucleus by the 
s and p electrons [lo-131. Th.~s circumstance has led 
various authors to the conclusion [5,14,15] that in s 
or p bonded diatormcs the relativistic bond-length con- 
traction is a consequence of the atomic orbital con- 
tractron, the reasoning being that 111 order to achieve 
efficient overlap of the contracted atotTllc orbitals the 
nuclei have to be closer to each other. This conclusion 
IS, however, based on circumstantial evidence only, not 
on any actual analysis of the various relatwistic correc- 
trons to the binding energy as a function of bond length. 

* Present address: Department of Chemistry, McMaster Um- 
verslty. Harmlton, Ontano LSS 4M1, Canada. 

The purpose of thrs paper is to gain ins&t in the 
factors determimng bond-length contraction by means 
of the perturbative Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) meth- 
od In a subsequent paper [ 161, a large class of mole- 
cules ~IU be dealt lath m more detad by this method. 

2. Method 

As our non-relatwlstrc starting pomt, we take the 
HFS method defined by the equahon 

FQp = (- f v’ + VN + Vc i- v&6; = +# ) 

where V,, Vc and V, are the nuclear, Coulomb and 
exchange potential, respectively. It differs from the 
HF equation only through Slater’s approximation of 
the exchange V, = Kp1i3 where p is the total elec- 
tronic dennty. 

This equation is solved in the usual manner by ex- 
pansion m a basis set of Slater-type functions, which 
us the sequel wdl be of double-zeta quahty or better. 
For deta& on the method used we refer to the litera- 
ture [ 171. Relativistic effects are then introduced by 
perturbation theory to order $ in the fme-structure 
constant OL = e2/4 seotrc, givmg rise to the following 
first-order operators: 

I%fV 
= -3+4, 

the mass-velocity correction, 

11, = ;&72 vo 
the Darwm%Xrectron, @T being the total zeroth- 
order potential, 

I 
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hso = $Y*s*(vv~xp), 
the spm-orbit correction, 

V; = j-&t)/lr-rll]drl + fK(p0)-2’3p1, 
the correction to the electromc potential; p1 1s the 
first-order correction to the de&y 

The first-order CorrectIon to the orbitals can be de- 
termined through the perturbation equation 

wMe the e,’ are determined from e,’ = (# l/z1 I @F >. 
Since It’ contams p1 and hence the @I’ through the 
potential term V+ thus equation has to be solved Itera- 
tively until self-consistency 

For the first-order correction to the total energy 
one can denve: 

E’ = $ (irMv + ho + hso)po(X, X’) dX . 
X=X’ 

Note that the V+ term is absent in tlus expresslon, a 
consequence of the stationanty of the zeroth-order 
energy agamst first-order changes m the density (for 
proof see ref. [ 161). It should be emphasized that 
since E1 does not contam the $J:, it IS totally mde- 
pendent of relatlvlstlc contractions of the orbitals. 
This effect enters only m the second-order correction 
to the total energy, for which one obtains: 

E*=+s (h,,+h,+h,,)p’(X,X’)dX, 
X=X’ 

where o1 = ZZocc@@~* + C.C. IS the factor that mtro- 
duces the dependence on orbltal contractions. 

3. Results and discussion 

We have applied this perturbatlve HFS scheme to 
the dlatomic compounds Au,, AuH and AuCl. The 
results of these calculations for the equtibrium bond 
lengths R,, the dlssoclation energies De and vlbra- 
tional frequencies oe are presented in table 1, wMe 
the bon&g energy AE as a function of internuclear 
&stance 1s shown III fig. 1. It is seen that in all cases 
relativity causes a marked contraction of bond lengths, 
the percentages being Au*: 16%, AuH. 13% and AuCl: 
5%. For Au2 and AuH the relatlvlstlc results compare 
rather well with expenment. In Au2 and AuH rela- 
tlvlty strongly (115 and 84%) stabtizes the bond, but 
m AuCl weakens it slightly (9%) even though the equl- 
bbrium bond distance is S~IU shortened. The vibration 
frequencies too are strongly influenced in Au2 and 
AuH (116 and 32%), the effect being somewhat less 
agam in AuCl(6%). The calculated relatlvlstlc De and 
o, are agam seen to be m good agreement with expen- 
ment. The smallness of relativlstlc effects in AuCl com- 
pared to Au2 and AuH, is probably due to the fact 
that tlus compound IS much more ionic than the other 
two, so that the valence orbltals are largely concen- 
trated on the Cl centre, where relativistic effects are 
substantially smaller than on Au. 

In order to gam some insight into the relatlvlstlc 
bond-length corrections we spht the bmding energy 
of the molecule AB wth respect to atoms A and B, m 
a non-relativistic contnbutlon AEAF’ and first- and 
second-order relatlvlstic correctlons AE;, and AE& 

AE;;(R) = AEAq’(R) + AE;,(R) + AEiB(R) , 

where A EAT(R) = EA%‘(R) - Eyl - Erl, etc. 
In fig. 2 we show the functions AEi,(R) and 

M;,(R) for the Au*, AuH and AuCl molecules. It 
IS seen that III all cases AEz is a very flat function of 
R and hence has very Zlttle mfluence on the position 

Table 1 
Equilibnum distances R,. dissoclatlon eneraes De and viiratlon frequencies we of some dlatomlc Au compounds 

Auz 
AuH 
AuCl 

R,(A) D,(kcal/mol) we(cm-’ ) 

non-rel. rel exP non-rei. rel exp non-rel rel cup 

2 90 2.44 2 471181 27 58 52+ 2[19] 93 201 191[18] 
1 78 1.55 152[14] 37 68 74 5 3[20] 1704 2241 2305 [21] 
244 2 31 - 64 58 69 f 1.5 1221 363 386 383 [23] 
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Fig 1 Relatlvlstlc (R) and non-relatnwtlc (NR) bondmg ener@es for Au 2, AuH and AuCl as a function of internuclear distance. 

of the rmrumum of A,!?’ i.e. the relatlwstrc equtib- 
num bond length, even though its contnbution to the 
&ssoclation energy 1s not qmte negbgble at least in 
AuH. The first-order correction AE1 on the other hand 

IS a steeply rising function of R, and can therefore be 
Identified as the main factor in the contraction of the 
bond length due to relativity. We have seen, however, 
m the previous sectron, that AE1 is completely inde- 
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pendent of orbital contractions since it only involves 
the zeroth-order (non-relativistic) electron density *. 
We can therefore conclude that bond-length contrac- 
tions are rr~t caused by orbital contractions. Actually 
it is not difficult to understand the physical reason 
for the contraction caused by AE’ . Non-relativisti- 
tally the kinetic energy rises as Ihe atoms are pushed 
together, in accordance with the uncertainty principle 
since the electrons are forced to occupy a smaller vol- 
ume (of course the potential energy fallsat first leading 
to a minimum in the energy curve). The most important 
contribution to AE1 is the mass-velocity correction 
to the kinetic energy -cr2/8p4, a negative definite 
quantity, which will tend to become more and more 
negative as the positive non-relativistic kinetic energy 
f p2 goes up. It therefore partly relaxes the kinetic 
repulsion and will cause the minimum in the binding 
energy curve to shift to smaller internuclear distances, 
thus explaining the relativistic bond-length contrac- 
tion. Recently the conclusions of this paper have been 
confirmed by an independent method by Snijders and 
Pyykkis [26]. 

’ Incidentally it is possible to ciprcss the first-order change in 

the binding energy of a diatomic through the first-order den- 

sity corrcrtion p’ 31 o/l nuclear distances R > R, by means 
of the Ilclhnann Fcynman (set e.g. lcf. [ 241) lhcoreni: 

al:” -IfedRJ-d r,p’(R. i)(al’N/“R)dr,,\\‘here 1”~ iS 

the nuclear potential, the integrutions ore over the electronic 

conrdin;llc and tbc intcrnucicar dibtancc. In our opinion. 

hwaw~, one should not interpret this equation 3s meaning 

!h31 111c cnrrpy chanpc AL” is cuuscd by the density chongr 

p’ 11119 clcctrokitic vicu of lmdmg by virtue of the Ilell- 

mann -- Fcynman theorem is mislwding. erroneously sug 

paling thaf lbc kinetic energy does not play a role in the 
formation of a chemical bond, as is well known non-relnti- 
vislically (set e.g. ref. [ 25 ]), We thank a referee for brin& 
up this point. 
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